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PLANETS AND THE 
SOLAR SYSTEM

PLANETS AND THE SOLAR SYSTEM LESSON OVERVIEW

This lesson can be used to set the scene at the start of the topics relating 
to planets and the Solar System. 

Students will begin to learn new facts about the 8 planets and other 
objects that make up the Solar System. 

Students will learn what comets and asteroids are made of, and where 
they can be found in the Solar System, as well as understanding the order 
and relative places of both the planets and these other celestial objects. 

This will be achieved by making simple models that can be made in any 
classroom. All the materials needed for this are listed in the “what you 
need” section of the lesson plan.

Please make sure all worksheets are printed on single sided 
sheets as they may need to be displayed separately or cut up 
for the activities. 

Age range: 7- 11

Curriculum Links: Earth and Space

Describe the movement of the Earth 
and other planets relative to the Sun in the 

solar system

Describe the Sun, Earth and Moon
as approximately spherical bodies
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PLANETS AND THE SOLAR SYSTEM

LEARNING OUTCOMES:
1.  Understand the order of the planets in our solar   
 system and their movement relative to the Sun.

2.  Understand there are different objects in our solar   
 system and name some of them

STARTER ACTIVITY
Using Worksheet 1 students work in small groups to organise pictures of 
the Sun and planets into their relative order. 

Time: 0 -10 minutes

MAIN ACTIVITY
Relative distances between planets in our Solar System, Make a Comet 
and Meteorite Activity.

PLENARY
Solar System bingo!

Students should cross off the correct answer and call out line or full house.

Time: 50 – 60 minutes

HOMEWORK 

Ask children to find out and bring in interesting facts about either a planet 
or one of the other celestial objects in our solar system.

Time: 10 - 50 minutes
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STARTER ACTIVITY

YOU WILL NEED

Using Worksheet 1 students work in small groups to organise pictures of 
the Sun and planets into their relative order. 

Discuss, as a class, what is the correct order. Work together to make a 
class washing line across the room with the Sun and the planets attached 
by pegs. At this point don’t discuss the distance between the planets or 
what else may be in the Solar System (this is covered in the main activity), 
but you can add interesting facts about each planet. 

Time: 0 - 10 minutes

Planets and Sun not to scale!

Jupiter is so big, all the other 
planets in the Solar System 
could fit inside!

WORKSHEET 1: THE PLANETS IN ORDER

THE SUN

FACT SHEET:

1. _________________________________________________________________
2. _________________________________________________________________
3. _________________________________________________________________
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Pegs2 metres of 
string

1. Put the planets in order.2. Name the planets.3. Build a comet.

WORKSHEET

Worksheets



WORKSHEET 1: THE PLANETS IN ORDER

MERCURY

WORKSHEET 1: THE PLANETS IN ORDER

VENUS

FACT SHEET:

1. _________________________________________________________________
2. _________________________________________________________________
3. _________________________________________________________________

FACT SHEET:

1. _________________________________________________________________
2. _________________________________________________________________
3. _________________________________________________________________
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WORKSHEET 1: THE PLANETS IN ORDER

EARTH

WORKSHEET 1: THE PLANETS IN ORDER

MARS

FACT SHEET:

1. _________________________________________________________________
2. _________________________________________________________________
3. _________________________________________________________________

FACT SHEET:

1. _________________________________________________________________
2. _________________________________________________________________
3. _________________________________________________________________
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WORKSHEET 1: THE PLANETS IN ORDER

JUPITER

WORKSHEET 1: THE PLANETS IN ORDER

SATURN

FACT SHEET:

1. _________________________________________________________________
2. _________________________________________________________________
3. _________________________________________________________________

FACT SHEET:

1. _________________________________________________________________
2. _________________________________________________________________
3. _________________________________________________________________
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WORKSHEET 1: THE PLANETS IN ORDER

URANUS

WORKSHEET 1: THE PLANETS IN ORDER

NEPTUNE

FACT SHEET:

1. _________________________________________________________________
2. _________________________________________________________________
3. _________________________________________________________________

FACT SHEET:

1. _________________________________________________________________
2. _________________________________________________________________
3. _________________________________________________________________
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MAIN ACTIVITY
Start by checking children’s understanding of what a planet and a star are 
and the differences between them. 

Explain that you are now going to look at the relative distances between 
the planets in our Solar System. 

Ask students to work in pairs.  

Give each pair a length of string approximately 2m in length and 11 white 
labels. 

As a class, go through each of the measures and where to place the sticky 
labels for each of the planets. These can be found on Worksheet 2.

Once the model is complete, discuss as a class if any of the distances are 
surprising. Did they expect the planets to be closer together or further 
apart? 

Explain now that the class is going to learn about other objects found in 
the Solar System. Ask if anyone can name any other objects they know in 
the Solar System. 

Examples include:

1. Dwarf planet
2. Asteroid
3. Comet
4. Meteoroid

Definitions of these can be found in the glossary.

Split the class into 2 groups to work on the following activiities: 

ACTIVITY 1: MAKING A COMET 
For this you will need Worksheet 3.  In this activity children will learn what 
a comet is made of, the main parts and little about its orbit.

ACTIVITY 2: METEORITE ACTIVITY
For this you will need Worksheet 4. In this activity children will find out 
what meteorites are made of. If this is made carefully students can take 
these home to eat! 

As a class go through the activities with the students to see what they 
found out about comets and meteorites.
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WORKSHEET 2: RELATIVE DISTANCES
Today we are going to find out the distances between the 8 different 
planets in the solar system. 

YOU WILL NEED

FOLLOW THESE INSTRUCTIONS TO MAKE 
YOUR SOLAR SYSTEM MODEL

1.  In pairs take a length of string

2.  On each of the sticky labels write one of the following:
 a.  Sun
 b.  Mercury
 c.  Venus
 d.  Earth
 e.  Mars
 f.  Jupiter
 g.  Saturn
 h.  Uranus
 i.  Neptune 

3. At one end of the string add the sticky label Sun. On the other end of  
 the string add the label Neptune
4. Half way between Sun and Neptune add Uranus
5. Half way between the Sun and Uranus add Saturn 

6. Half way between Sun and Saturn add Jupiter
7. Half way between Sun and Jupiter add Mars
8. Half way between Sun and Mars add the Earth
9. Halfway between Sun and Earth add Venus
10. Halfway between Sun and Venus add Mercury

“Are the planets where you 
expected them to be? 

Are they closer together or 
farther apart? ”
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2m string A friend to 
help

Sticky labels Coloured 
pens or 
pencils 



WORKSHEET 3: BUILD YOUR OWN COMET
WHAT YOU NEED:

HOW TO PUT YOUR COMET TOGETHER:
1. Draw a small dot on your lollipop - this is the nucleus of your comet.                          
    Although this looks very small on our model, we sometimes call this part               
    a giant dirty snowball because it is very large and made up of lots of 
    frozen gases and water.

2. Mould the Modelair or Plasticine around the lollipop stick – this is the    
    coma around your comet.  
    A comet’s coma can be as large as the diameter of Jupiter? 

3. Push the pipe cleaner into the Modelair or Plasticine – this is the gas 
    tail of your comet. 
    The gas tail is formed by the solar wind (the same thing that causes the 
    northern and southern lights). This means the gas tail is ALWAYS facing 
    away from the Sun.

4. Stick the ends of the strips of tissue paper to the modelair – this is the  
    dust tail of the comet. 
    It also faces away from the Sun, but can be a little behind the gas tail.   
    The tail can be up to around 150 million km or 1 astronomical unit.

“You now have a completed 
comet!

If you blow on the tissue 
paper you can see the effect of 
the solar wind.”
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1 x lollipop 
stick

Strands of 
tissue paper

1 x felt tip 
pen

Modelair or 
Plasticine

1/2 x pipe 
cleaner

1 x glue stick



WORKSHEET 4: CHOCOLATE METEORITES
YOU WILL NEED:

A meteorite is a rock from space that is found on the Earth. Before it 
lands and it is travelling through the atmosphere it is called a meteor and 
whilst in space it is called a meteoroid. They are significantly smaller than 
asteroids.

There are 3 main types of meteorite: Irony, Stony and Stony-Iron. These are 
mainly made of what their name suggests.

YOU ARE GOING TO MAKE A STONY IRON METEORITE
The rarest of the different types of meteorites is a stony iron meteorite but 
these also tell us a lot about our solar system. They have roughly equal 
parts silicates (rock forming minerals) and meteoric iron (a mix of iron and 
nickel). They are thought to have been formed between the core and 
mantle of an asteroid.

The biscuits represent the silicates found inside meteorites. The 
marshmallows represent the chondrules which are circular shaped molten 
or partly molten droplets from space. These are some of the oldest 
building blocks of the solar system and can tell us a lot about the history of 
its formation.

If you sliced open a meteorite and saw circular bubbly shapes this is what 
you would be looking at. The butter and chocolate form the rest of the 
stony mix and hold together your meteorite. 

The outer layer of the meteorite is covered in another layer of melted 
chocolate which represents the dark fusion crust that is formed when 
a meteor travels through the atmosphere and the outer crust becomes 
burnt.   

RECIPE
1. In a plastic bag break up the biscuits into     
  approximately 1cm pieces 
2. In a plastic bowl, melt chocolate and butter (make sure you  
  have the help of an adult for this). The chocolate is the   
  stony part of the meteorite
3. Mix together the marshmallows, biscuits and chocolate
4. Place in a plastic box lined, with greaseproof    
  paper
5. Leave in the fridge to cool and set
6. Break into pieces
7. Dip in another layer of melted chocolate to create the   
  fusion crust

Once you have made your meteorite cut into slices and see if you 
can spot the round chondrules and the angular shaped silicates 
inside.

“Did you know scientists can 
find out about how planets 
formed and developed by 
looking at what makes up the 
chondrules in meteorites.” 

100g Chocolate 
bar and another 
50g for dipping

50g Butter50g Biscuits – 
plain digestives 

are best!

30g Mini 
Marshmallows
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Look at a slice of the chocolate meteorite and draw a picture of it below.

Can you label: 

• The fusion crust  - this is the outer layer that is heated up on entry   
 through  the Earth’s atmosphere
• The chondrules these are round droplets within the meteorite
• The nickel-iron inside the meteorite

PLENARY: PLANET BINGO
Hand out the bingo cards to small groups of students

Read aloud any of the following questions at random- the answers are 
written in the answer column

Students should cross off the answer to the question on their bingo cards

The winner is the first group to shout out “Planets” once all words on their 
card have been crossed off.

No. Question Answer
1 I give off light and heat Sun

2 I orbit around a star Planet

3 I orbit around a planet Moon

4 I am made of a frozen gases and dust  Comet

5 I am made of left over rock from the beginnings of 
the solar system

Asteroid

6 I am a small rock coming through the Earth’s 
atmosphere

Meteor

7 I am the furthest planet from the Sun  Neptune

8 I am a dwarf planet     Pluto

9 I am the closest planet to the Sun Mercury

10 I am the hottest planet in the solar system Venus

11 I am the biggest planet in the solar system Jupiter

12 I am known as the red planet Mars

13 The Sun is a …..  Star

14 I am a type of meteorite  Irony

15 I am known as the ringed planet Saturn

16 The planet we live on  Earth

17 This planet rolls like a barrel through space Uranus
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WORKSHEET 5: PLANET BINGO

PLANET SUN MOON
COMET ASTEROID METEOR
VENUS MERCURY PLUTO

MARS IRONY MOON
COMET JUPITER METEOR
VENUS MERCURY PLUTO

PLANET METEORITE MOON
COMET ASTEROID METEOR
STAR MERCURY PLUTO

PLANET SUN JUPITER
STAR ASTEROID METEOR

VENUS MERCURY MARS

PLANET NEPTUNE IRONY
COMET ASTEROID METEOR
VENUS STAR PLUTO

SATURN SUN MARS
COMET STAR METEOR
VENUS MERCURY PLUTO

PLANET SUN MOON
EARTH SATURN IRONY
VENUS MERCURY STAR

NEPTUNE URANUS MOON
COMET MARS STAR
VENUS MERCURY PLUTO
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SATURN STAR MOON
EARTH ASTEROID NEPTUNE
VENUS MERCURY PLUTO

PLANET EARTH STAR
COMET ASTEROID METEOR
JUPITER MERCURY PLUTO
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